
 Staying in Australia

Or what you do after you get your contract



Disclaimer:

I AM NOT A MIGRATION AGENT

TAKE THIS ADVICE WITH A PINCH OF 
SALT AND A LARGE HELPING OF 
GOOGLE



Why should I care about visas?
● Visas are actually the responsibility of the future employee, not the employer 
● DIBP and Melbourne University are under no obligation to assist you with your 

visas



What are the options?

● Temporary Work (Skilled) visa 
(subclass 457)

● Temporary Graduate visa (subclass 
485)





Temporary Work (Skilled) visa (subclass 
457)

● Is the standard visa that most JMO workforce departments would advise you 
to get - requires nomination (not sponsorship) by an approved business 

● Can last anywhere from 1 to 4 years - typically follows length of contract
● Absence of >90 days from nominated skilled occupation can lead to 

deportation
● Cannot perform jobs outside of nominated occupation field - risk of 

forfeiting visa and deportation
● Has a minimum salary requirement of $53,900 p.a. - which we will fulfill easily
● Can be applied for up to 17 times







Temporary Graduate visa (subclass 485)
Is an alternate visa that actually provides some useful advantages - but the length 
of the visas differ according to the stream! (18 months or 4 years)

● Independent of length of contract
● Does not require nomination by your employer
● Absence of >90 days from nominated skilled occupation WILL NOT lead to 

deportation
● CAN perform jobs outside of nominated occupation field - risk of forfeiting 

visa and deportation
● Has NO minimum salary requirements
● Can be applied for only once as a primary applicant 







How does this affect me?
Short answer - it doesn’t!

● Most JMO managers contacted unanimously agree that any attempt to remove 
medical practitioners from the SOL will lead push-back from health services - 
especially those in rural areas

● Even in a doomsday scenario, removal of all medical occupations from the 
SOL, does not mean removal from consolidated SOL (CSOL) - there’ll always 
be a workaround



A short segue into permanent residency 
- Skilled Independent visa (subclass 189)
● Typically need general registration with AHPRA - this happens after you’ve 

completed your internship
● Will typically take 1.5 - 2 years on the 457 visa because of contract 

requirements
● May be faster on the 485 visa



Do I need a migration agent?

Short answer again - it helps, but is expensive (if the agent’s any good)

If you do obtain professional help, ensure that the visas they’re doing for you is 
something that they do lots of - many agents specialise in different portions of the 
labyrinth of Australian visas. Ask for a quote, and ask about their success rate!



Thank you

Vielen Danke

Terima Kasih

Feel free to approach me and ask any q’s


